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. Definity Dakota H/T. Definity tires are one of Pep Boys proprietary tire brands. This line
provides premium quality at an outstanding value in the touring tire, . Dec 19, 2010 . The tires
that were chosen were Definity Dakota H/T, which are a highway tread light truck/SUV tire. The
Definity line is a store-brand of Pep . Jan 29, 2013 . The Dakota Definity tire line specializes in
premium all weather tires that deliver a safe and smooth driving experience in any kind of
weather. Aug 25, 2008 . I had purchased Pep Boys Definity EX600 tires.. Bought 4 new definity
dakota H /T tires, while setting out accross Aligator alley in S. Florida, . Read consumer reviews
to see why people rate Definity - Dakota A/T Tire 3.6 so looking for new tires, will probably buy
Definity H/T next, with 60K warranty.Jun 29, 2012 . The NHTSA and Cooper Tire are
announcing recalls on 8 different tire. PEP BOYS DEFINITY DAKOTA H/T, P265/70R17, JAN
01 - JAN 07, . Find deals on Definity Dakota H/T Truck/SUV Tires w/ Bonus $50.00 Gift Card w/
Purchase of 4 Installed Tires at PepBoys Black Friday 2012.Many Pep Boys recalls are linked to
the defective Pep Boys Definity Dakota H/t tire model, which was recalled during the course of
four separate recalls.Mar 8, 2010 . Pep Boys Definity Dakota Tires Recalled Due to Possible
Cracking or a noncompliance in certain Definity Dakota H/T tires, size 245/70R/17, . Also
included in the recall are tires branded as Del-Nat Delta A/S Sierradial, National A/S
Commando, Pep Boys Definity Dakota H/T and TBC Sigma Stampede .
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looking for new tires, will probably buy Definity H/T next, with 60K warranty.Jun 29, 2012 .
The NHTSA and Cooper Tire are announcing recalls on 8 different tire. PEP BOYS
DEFINITY DAKOTA H/T, P265/70R17, JAN 01 - JAN 07, . Find deals on Definity Dakota
H/T Truck/SUV Tires w/ Bonus $50.00 Gift Card w/ Purchase of 4 Installed Tires at
PepBoys Black Friday 2012.Many Pep Boys recalls are linked to the defective Pep Boys
Definity Dakota H/t tire model, which was recalled during the course of four separate

recalls.Mar 8, 2010 . Pep Boys Definity Dakota Tires Recalled Due to Possible Cracking or
a noncompliance in certain Definity Dakota H/T tires, size 245/70R/17, . Also included in
the recall are tires branded as Del-Nat Delta A/S Sierradial, National A/S Commando, Pep
Boys Definity Dakota H/T and TBC Sigma Stampede .
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Boys Definity EX600 tires.. Bought 4 new definity dakota H /T tires, while setting out
accross Aligator alley in S. Florida, . Read consumer reviews to see why people rate
Definity - Dakota A/T Tire 3.6 so looking for new tires, will probably buy Definity H/T next,
with 60K warranty.Jun 29, 2012 . The NHTSA and Cooper Tire are announcing recalls on
8 different tire. PEP BOYS DEFINITY DAKOTA H/T, P265/70R17, JAN 01 - JAN 07, . Find
deals on Definity Dakota H/T Truck/SUV Tires w/ Bonus $50.00 Gift Card w/ Purchase of
4 Installed Tires at PepBoys Black Friday 2012.Many Pep Boys recalls are linked to the
defective Pep Boys Definity Dakota H/t tire model, which was recalled during the course
of four separate recalls.Mar 8, 2010 . Pep Boys Definity Dakota Tires Recalled Due to
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